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Reims, Champagne, France

Champagne Infinite Eight  
Rose Brut NV 

SKU 453379 | 6x750 ml | Spec | $59.98 Wholesale

Winery Information 
Infinite 8 Champagne is the story of the rebirth of the Champagne House of Edmond 
Roussin a family that had been working the vines since the French Revolution. Marc 
Letixerant was the owner of the House inherited from his Grandmother, his father 
Philippe was a presence in the Champagne world, finishing his career as 
Communications Director of the CIVC. Champagne Edmond Roussin unfortunately 
closed its doors in 1970. The presses of the Estate were used by Krug from 1970 to 
1976. The presses are still in place at Villedommange but are not in a state to be 
used currently. Nicolas Letexirant decided to revive the family's interest 20 years ago 
by replanting the vineyards and resurrecting the long dormant family business.

Profile 
Champagne Infinite Eight is a blend of desire, passion and refinement… Inspired by 
more than 150 years of family history… Only the best years are selected and 
presented in a special bottle. This combination of sublime taste and memorable 
design makes Infinite 8 very unique and hard to forget. 

The Brut Infinite Collection offers here a rosé, called Assemblage, one of the two 
methods authorized in Champagne to obtain a pink-coloured wine. 

The colour is a bright pinky salmon. The nose is fresh and tends towards red fruit 
notes. The mouth brings balance, freshness and roundness. 

10% Chardonnay | 45% Pinot Noir | 45% Meunier

Reviews 
88 Points - Wine Enthusiast: “A well balanced, fragrant Champagne, this 
relishes its red fruits cut with citrus. The wine is fruity, its acidity freshening the ripe 
flavors. It is ready to drink.” -Roger Voss
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